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Thoracic Spine Mobility

Iliotibia Tract

Teres Minor/Lat

Upper Hamstring

Hamstrings

Piriformis/Gluteus Medias

-Begin w/roller around mid balance w/ back flat
on ground, put hands behind head.
-Slowly roll to mid/upper shoulder blade area.
-Roll to right or left to emphasize one side.

-Sit on side of glute area w/ ankle of opposite foot
across quad.
-Balance on hand and one foot holding “hot spots” until
pain diminishes
-Roll from top of glute to middle.

-Begin w/ roller at hip bone on your side. Keep
body perpendicular to ground. Balance on forearm.
-Slowly roll to find “hot spots”
-Change emphasis slightly by rolling side to side.

-Lie on one side w/ shoulder perpendicular
to ground.
-With arm bent rollout teres minor (back
shoulder)
-With arms straight roll lat from bottom to top

-Balance on hands and feet rolling the upper hamstring area.

-Balance on hands to work hamstrings
from glute to knee.
-Cross one foot over the other to emphasize one
side.



Gastroc/Soleus

A

-Balance on hands, roll from knee to ankle
-Emphasize one side by crossing your legs
-Do this with toes pointed out and up.

-Balance on elbows, face down with quads on
foam roller.
-Work you’re way up or down roller
-To place great emphasis on one leg, cross over
the back or shift body weight to one side.
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dductors

Hip Flexors

Peroneals

n far end of roller on one side hip complex.
ly roll up and down
ge position on roller to emphasize lateral
de) areas.

-Balance on elbow and hand with one leg (roller side)
at about 130 degrees.
-Slowly roll from knee to hip complex changing leg
position slightly for emphasis
-Shift weight toward roller for more pressure.

n all fours with either far end or entire
on one shin.
 body to apply pressure to anterior tibulus
le on front of shin) roll from knee to ankle
g to outside to get emphasis on peronius.
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-Get down on “all fours” using 2, 3ft. ½ round
rollers with flat side down
-Raise 1 arm or leg and maintain balance
-As you progress try raising 1 arm and the
opposite side leg at the same time
For additional difficulty use full round rollers.

(see fig. 10)

-Using a 3ft. ½ round roller, stand
other and perform a squat or a re
-First try it with the flat side down
side up.

-Standing on a 3ft. ½ round roller, throw a medicine b
into a brick or concrete wall trying to maintain balanc
-Stand close enough to the wall (1-2 feet) that the ba
back overhead
-Rebound and immediately throw ball again, continui
and catch overhead

-Stand with each foot on a 1ft. ½ foam 
-A squat or reach can also be performe
-Start with flat side down, then progress
Fig. 1
Fig. 2
3

 with one foot in front of the
ach
, and then progress to flat

all overhead
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ll returns
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d (* see fig. 5)
 to flat side up.
Fig. 
Fig. 4
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-See fig. 4 for detailed description.

-Stand on a 1ft. ½ round roller and stabilize with 1 foot.
-Start with flat side down and progress to flat side up.

-Lay on 3ft. full round roller with both feet
on ground and stabilize.

-Follow fig. 7 then raise 1 leg, while continuing
to maintain balance.
-The same exercises can be done using 2 3ft.
full round rollers for greater stability (see fig. 11
Fig. 5
Fig. 6
Fig. 7
Fig. 8
)
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-See fig. 1 for a detailed description.

-See fi

-Lay on two 3ft. round rollers with both feet
on the ground see fig. 7 
-Lift both legs off the ground and stabilize

-Fro
legs
stab
Fig. 9
Fig. 10
g. 1 for a detailed description.

m fig. 11 position rotate arms and
 in opposite directions trying to
ilize.
Fig. 11
Fig. 12
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7

-While kneeling on a 3ft. ½ round roller,
perform a push up with hands on a 1ft. full
round roller

-While kn
out” using
round roll
-Extend o
stabilize, 

-Stand on a 3ft full round roller with both
feet and stabilize
-If mastered, try performing a squat as
shown in fig. 16

-As shown in 
exercise can 
rollers undern
* Use caution
Fig. 13
Fig. 14

eeling on 3ft. ½ round roller, “roll
 two 1ft. round rollers or a 3ft.
er.
ut as far as you can control,
and return.
Fig. 1
 Fig. 18
fig. 17
be don
eath e
 while
Fig. 15
 and 18 the previous
e using two 3ft. full round
ach foot.
 trying this excercise
Fig. 16
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-Stand on a full round roller with one
foot and maintain balance

-Begin b
round ro
hands o
to a cha
-When t
remove 
or chair
-Then re
maintain

-While standing on a full round roller,
perform an alternating dumbbell press
-Press with one arm as you lower the
opposite
Fig. 19
y standing on a 3ft. full
ller while placing both
n a wall or holding on
ir.
hat becomes easy,
one hand from the wall

move both hands and
 balance
Fig. 20
Fig. 21
 Fig. 22
 Fig. 23
Fig. 24
 Fig. 25


